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Local Content and Services Report

Our Deep-Rooted Sense of Community…
Panhandle PBS is grateful to all who are a part of what we accomplish - our
supporters, collaborators, and the community we serve. We are honored to
be a part of your lives.
During this reporting period, we have continued to bring you, your children
and your family first-rate programming and engagement activities that are
important to support the spirit of our region.
This year saw challenges on many fronts, but we worked diligently to pivot
our working methods and delivery to bring you updated local and national
content and services both entertaining and relevant. From screenings and
discussions to forums and fundraisers, we offered different ways to explore
topics, join conversations, and engage with fellow Panhandle PBS enthusiasts across the Texas Panhandle.
As we look forward to the 2021 year, we ask that you continue to support our
deep-rooted sense of community. By working together, we help Panhandle
PBS continue to be creative, strong, and community-minded. We extend our
continued wishes of health, happiness and peace to all we serve.

Kevin Ball
Chief Executive Officer

Local Content Initiatives
Panhandle PBS undertook numerous production activities that supported underserved audiences
across the 26,000-square-mile Texas Panhandle region, including a broad swath of rural
communities.

The Handle

Panhandle PBS’s newsmagazine “The Handle” was first shared online in accordance with the station’s
digital-first strategy before being broadcast on our primary television channel. “The Handle” season
began in September 2019, with episode encores occurring several times throughout the first three
quarters of 2020. These episodes included:
• “That’s Right, They’re Called the Sod Poodles,” featuring segments on Amarillo’s new AA baseball 		
team, the farm-team system, the voice of the Soddies, and a viral social media theme song
• “Old Style, New Style,” showing the history and return of neon to downtown Amarillo, and an
octogenarian champion chuckwagon cook from Hartley
• “Country Music, Panhandle Style,” with segments on the lasting impact of Western Swing legend Bob
Wills, the economic impact of the annual Bob Wills music festival on his Texas Panhandle hometown,
how an Amarillo radio station is changing the industry, and a performance of Western music icon 		
Michael Martin Murphy from a special Yellow City Sounds Live in-studio concert
• “Retro Active,” with segments on a new dawn for the historic Barfield Building, the arrival of a
statewide robotics contest, a downtown open market that fosters new businesses, and a nostalgic 		
look at drive-in theaters in the region
• “Color Coordinating,” featuring a woman who made it her mission to beautify the city, a pair of 		
women who bring new color to a timeless hobby, and a collegiate squad bringing art to the masses
• “Neighborhood Closeup: New Heights,” with segments on the city of Amarillo’s in-depth plans for the
North Heights neighborhood, a job-creation plan in the area, home-grown businesses and artists 		
engaging with the community’s history
• “Neighborhood Closeup: VivaCity,” analyzing the past and future of Amarillo’s Barrio; a tour of the 		
neighborhood’s historic Llano Cemetery, plus a segment about the retro gaming trend in the city
• “Neighborhood Closeup: City Routes,” examining the city of Amarillo’s in-depth plan for the San
Jacinto neighborhood and its stretch of Route 66, a healing mission in the area, and the folks behind 		
a movement to clean up the city
• “Culture on Tap,” covering the rise of area microbreweries and a colorful Texas Panhandle historian
• “Carving Their Place,” with segments about pumpkin producers at Floydada, an internet-famed
pumpkin carver at Perryton, an Amarillo artist whose work is tied to the earth, and an area farm 		
bringing back an ancient drink
• “Making Tracks,” with a tour of Amarillo’s historic Santa Fe Railway depot, a model train enthusiast, 		
a look at how Mexican immigrants made their mark on the region’s rail system, and a glimpse of the 		
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restored Mulkey Theatre at Clarendon.
• “Tech Tales,” with segments on an equestrian training horse simulator, an Amarillo teacher whose
contributions to the world of national security were unprecedented, and a look at Ama-Con
• Some episodes ended with a song from one of Panhandle PBS’ Yellow City Sounds Live studio
concerts.

The Handle: Census 2020

Our production team put forth a special episode this year, “The Handle: Census 2020,” about the
decennial census, the programs and services affected by census numbers, and the importance of an
accurate local count. The program aired in March and April 2020 on Panhandle PBS. Staff members
participated in a volunteer Census Steering Committee subcommittee for the City of Amarillo,
charged with helping to promote filling out census forms. In addition, the station’s program also aired
repeatedly in its entirety on the local CBS, ABC and NBC affiliate channels across our area.

Amarillo in Mind

While the COVID-19 pandemic put people — including Panhandle PBS
staff — in lockdown, the station conducted Zoom interviews to launch
a new mental health online series, “Amarillo in Mind.”
Panhandle PBS released 11 episodes online first from April - July, 2020,
then added them to our on air schedule in between regular programming.
“Amarillo in Mind” content will continue to be shared on air and online.
Topics have included:
• The impact of COVID-19 on mental health
• Panic attacks and how to handle them
• How those living in poverty experience mental health issues
• The importance of routine and helping children through a pandemic
• Increased anxiety due to the pandemic with emphasis on mindfulness
• Why people turn to substance abuse as a coping mechanism
• Tips for becoming sober and for supporting the ones in your life ready to take that step
• Ways mental health providers tend to their own mental health
• One woman’s experience with mental health in her family and how the stigma surrounding mental
illness is changing
• One woman’s struggle with depression
• The effect isolation has on senior members of our community

The Number

During the pandemic, Panhandle PBS also created a five-part podcast,
“The Number.” The series focused on gaps in our society amplified by
COVID-19, and what those challenges mean in our region.
Each episode analyzed and brought to life a local statistic to help make
it more personal and meaningful. Episodes were released on podcast
platforms in July and August, 2020, and topics included:
• Challenges facing rural healthcare: Moore County Hospital District has cared for hundreds of people
with COVID-19. What would happen if it and other rural hospitals didn’t exist?
• Rising hunger: Thousands more people in the Texas Panhandle could find themselves without access
to enough food this year due to the pandemic.
• Unemployment: COVID has impacted employment in various industries both locally and across the
nation. How are they dealing with public health standards?
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• The digital divide: Thousands of households in Amarillo’s 79107 ZIP Code are without broadband
access, and the statistics are similar in other areas of town.
• Paycheck Protection Program loans: How has the program impacted local businesses?

Special Content Productions

Panhandle PBS shared many special programs, including both new and encore productions, during
this time period.
• “Happy Holidays and All That Jazz” — holiday favorites performed by the Amarillo Jazz Orchestra,
airing twice in December 2019.
• “Christmas at West Texas A&M University: Gloria! Music of the Christmas Season” — a concert
featuring the WT choirs and orchestra, the Randall High School Choir and more, aired in four 		
timeslots in December 2019
• “Eric Barry: Home for Christmas” — World-class tenor and West Texas native Eric Barry performed
holiday music both sacred and sentimental. Two broadcasts were shared.
• “John Bayless: Christmas Rhapsody” — The concert pianist and Borger, Texas, native performed
seasonal classics and prefaced the songs with introductions about why he chose them. Two
broadcasts in December 2019.
• “Amarillo Symphony: Happy Holiday Pops” — an encore of an Amarillo Symphony concert recorded
in December 2016, which aired twice in December 2019.
• “Amarillo Opera’s Die Fledermaus,” Parts 1, 2 and 3 — the opera company’s production of the
comedic work, recorded in October 2019. The three parts aired in succession on Dec. 31, 2019, and
Jan. 2 and 5, 2020.
• “The Best of Yellow City Sounds Live” — highlights from the concert series performed live in the
Panhandle PBS studio, aired twice in March 2020.
• “World Refugee Day Special” — an hour-long Texas Panhandle celebration of World Refugee Day
produced in collaboration with Bethesda Outreach Center, Trinity Fellowship Church, Refugee
Service of Texas, The Hood Mass Ensemble Choir, Amarillo Symphony, Amarillo Museum of Art, Tyson
Foods, Redeemer Church, Catholic Charities of the Texas Panhandle, Eastridge Mission Center,
Legal Aid of Northwest Texas, Refugee Language Project, Paramount Baptist ESL, Emmanuel
Revival Church, Amarillo Police Department and Johnson Chapel AME Church. The special aired
June 20 and 21, 2020, and also streamed on the Facebook pages of Panhandle PBS and partner
organizations.

Community Engagement Initiatives
Country Music

In September 2019, Panhandle PBS continued its community engagement efforts around the Ken Burns
series, Country Music. Partnering with the enthusiastic support of Bank of America at the Chamber
Good Times Celebration Barbeque, Panhandle PBS reached thousands through creative promotions
and education about the series.
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American Graduate: Journey to Jobs

Panhandle PBS’s production piece on Tascosa High School’s Snack Shak & Rebel Rack - a partnership
with Snack Pak 4 Kids - broadcast on the national PBS program, American Graduate: Journey to Jobs
in October 2019, alongside social media and website promotions. Our station was one of 15 selected
across the country to develop content for the program, which spotlighted student pathways to
employment.

Yellow City Sounds Live

Panhandle PBS and Amarillo College’s FM90 co-hosted three live concerts during this reporting
period. The exclusive, in-studio concert series, Yellow City Sounds Live, offers intimate shows by a
range of musical performers — country, jazz, Americana, folk, rock, blues and more. They are broadcast
live on Amarillo College’s FM90, streamed live on our website and Facebook page, and captured for
future broadcast and online use. Fall 2019 and Spring 2020 concerts included Americana singer-songwriter Charlie Shafter in September, blues-rockers Cody Jasper and Johnny Reverb Horton in October,
married Americana singer-songwriters Courtney Patton and Jason Eady in November, and guitarist
Rodney Branigan in March.

Savor the Goods: Local Cuisine, Ethnic Flair

Panhandle PBS hosted two “Savor the Goods” dining experiences during this reporting period –
educational/content development events that also served as station fundraisers in partnership with
West Texas Chefs Table and other community organizations. The thematic dining events, enjoyed by
300 combined attendees, were presented at different venues and featured local chefs who
prepared specialties sourced from the Texas Panhandle. Servers included high school culinary arts
students from around the region. The following Savor the Goods events took place within this
reporting period:
• Chefs Rhonda Obenhaus, Jessica Higgins, Laura Yarber and Laura Maner: The Resplendent
Garden, September 19, 2019
Chefs Rhonda Obenhaus, Jessica Higgins, Laura Yarber and Laura Maner created a downhome
dinner themed “on the grounds,” and encouraged guests to enjoy gathering around the table with
food. The group’s menu included family-style entrees of southern fried chicken, black-eyed peas,
squash, green beans, cowgirl beans, rolls, cornbread and an assortment of desserts.
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• Chef Tanner Burnam: The Amarillo Botanical Gardens, November 7, 2019
Chef Burnam brought guests a dinner inspired by French cuisine. Guests were treated to bacon and
brie macaroons, French onion soup, braised beef short ribs, white bean cassoulet, and roasted root
vegetables, followed by a pear tart.

Savor the Goods at Home

Unable to host large gatherings in spring/summer 2020, Panhandle PBS turned its popular Savor the
Goods farm-to-table dining experiences into a six-part “Savor the Goods at Home” content series.
Besides its release online and via social media, our station established a web page for episodes and
recipe access. Local chef Ruthie Landelius guided viewers on how to incorporate more plants and
plant-based recipes into our diets with the following recipes/segments presented:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oaxacan Beans
Vietnamese Summer Rolls
Tofu Lasagna Rolls
Chickpea Tuna Salad
Bountiful Salad
Vegan Crab Cakes

Indie Lens Pop-Up Film Screenings

For our third year as an Indie Lens Pop-Up Film Screening partner, a national engagement effort
around PBS’s independent Lens documentary films, our station reached nearly 1,000 community
members near and far. Events took place in person before moving to the online OVEE (Online Viewing
and Engagement Experience) platform at the start of the pandemic. During the free online film
screenings, viewers interacted by asking questions and sharing their thoughts about the films and the
issues they presented. Events included:
• “Decade of Fire,” October 2019
This event’s film, in partnership with Amarillo Public Library, San Jacinto Neighborhood Committee,
North Heights Advisory Association, and Barrio Neighborhood Planning Committee, featured the
themes of homelessness, community organizing, and civic engagement. Amarillo Public Library
offered book resources in conjunction with the film.
• “Rainbow Coalition,” December 2019
This screening’s documentary charted the history and enduring legacy of a groundbreaking 		
multi-ethnic coalition that rocked Chicago in the 1960s. Held at the Alamo Tree Center, panelist
partners included the Amarillo Branch NAACP and Barrio Neighborhood Planning Committee.
• “Always in Season,” February 2020
Held at the Amarillo College West Campus Auditorium, this event’s film examined how descendants
of the victims and perpetrators of lynching are working together to heal a violent history. Guest
panelists from the Amarillo Branch NAACP, Amarillo College Board of Regents, and West Texas A&M
University took part.
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• “Bedlam,” April 2020
In partnership with Panhandle Behavioral Health Alliance and the Laura W. Bush Institute for
Women’s Health, our online screening of Bedlam explored the current mental health crisis in the U.S.
• “Eating Up Easter,” May 2020
This online event also featured a live chat with the filmmakers, national experts, and viewers across 		
the country. In “Eating Up Easter,” filmmakers Sergio Mata’u Rapu and producer Elena Rapu
introduce viewers to artists, ecologists, and developers who balance their strong cultural heritage 		
with modern-day challenges to the island’s fragile ecology. Event partners included Amarillo
Convention and Visitor Council, Amarillo Museum of Art, Don Harrington Discovery Center, and Nikki
and Dusty Green with the television series and podcast, “Two for the Road.”
• “Recorder,” June 2020
Amarillo College’s Matney Mass Media Program partnered to share an online screening of “Recorder: 		
The Marion Stokes Project.“ The film explores Marion Stokes and her drive to record live television for
decades, producing 70,000 VHS tapes that have given us an eye-opening glimpse into how
television shaped, and continues to shape, our world.

America’s Test Kitchen 20th Anniversary

Panhandle PBS took part in a national promotional effort around America’s Test
Kitchen and its 20th Anniversary special in November 2019. Along with on-air,
online, and in-person promotions at our Savor the Goods events, we received
an array of ATK cookbooks that were shared with enthusiastic community
members as we celebrated the series’ momentous anniversary and its aim to
help curious cooks become confident cooks.

First Books Literacy Initiative

Our station was pleased to receive book credits in order to provide over 1,000 books to area
organizations serving children and their families. Amarillo AISD, United Way of Amarillo & Canyon,
Amarillo Public Library, and Region 16 ESC were partner recipients, in this collaborative effort with
Texas PBS.

PBS Kids Character Visits

Panhandle PBS brought the PBS Kids costume character Buddy the Dinosaur to our area in October
2019, allowing children to engage and interact with the main character from the PBS Kids program
“Dinosaur Train.” Through free interactions, storytelling, and activities, this outreach effort reached
over 2,000 children and family members while providing an age-appropriate, educational experience
with a positive role model for children to learn from and grow with. Station staff brought Buddy the
Dinosaur to Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum, Westgate Mall, Amarillo ABA, Amarillo Public Library’s
North Branch Library, an Amarillo McDonalds restaurant, and the Child Development Lab School at
Amarillo College.
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At-Home Learning

Panhandle PBS presented special educational programming designed to supplement online learning
when it began to impact our area schools due to COVID-19 in spring/summer 2020. To provide families
with quality educational content who may not have access to reliable internet services, we worked
with Texas PBS, Texas Education Agency, Amarillo ISD, and Region 16 Education Service Center to offer
curated morning broadcast programming and accompanying digital resources to support at-home
learning, helping ensure that all children, regardless of their circumstances, have access to free
educational resources at home.

Bright by Text

Panhandle PBS developed a new partnership with Bright by Text, Texas Department of Family and
Protective Services, Texas PBS and Operation First Five to bring a new mobile communication
program, Bright by Text, to the Texas Panhandle. Parents and caregivers who participate receive
weekly texts right to their cellphones. The texts include free activities, resources, and expert tips for
children 5 years old and younger. Bright by Text provides parents guidance for their child’s health and
development and aims to get them ready for school.

Summer STEAM

Panhandle PBS partnered with Maverick Boys and Girls Club in Amarillo to give kids a 2020 summer
learning boost in a program and resource spotlight called Summer STEAM (science, technology,
engineering, arts and math). Children who attend Maverick helped produce and star in on-air spots to
encourage viewership of Panhandle PBS STEAM programming and online resources. Four spots were
produced highlighting “Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum,” “Molly of Denali,” “Odd Squad,” and
“Camp TV” - all encouraging viewers to explore how STEAM learning can be fun.

Camp TV

To help promote summer learning during the pandemic, Panhandle PBS brought “Camp TV” to its
on air programming lineup in Summer 2020, alongside parallel online resources. “Camp TV” is a
televised day camp experience that children can take part in from the safety of their own homes.
As they learned through play, campers explored the arts, music, theatre, nature, science, math, and
reading with segments featuring educational and cultural organizations from around the nation. Along
with sharing the series on air, Panhandle PBS allowed for on-demand viewing of the episodes on our
website and shared related learning opportunities through PBS LearningMedia.

KIDS FIRST Initiative

Panhandle PBS has made a station commitment to support children’s entire ecosystems - kids,
parents, caregivers, and teachers - through our KIDS FIRST. An outcome of a community study on
how we can better serve children 0-5, we began identifying, reorganizing, promoting, training, and
conducting outreach to these audiences to be more purposeful in helping young children succeed in
school, in at-home learning, and in informal learning to improve their educational journey.
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Special Support Activities and Improvements
PBS Brand Refresh

Panhandle PBS received support to update its branding across
all platforms on the eve of PBS’s 50th anniversary. A refreshed
logo, bold color palette, custom typeface and illustration style
now better represent how we are reaching audiences in the
digital age, while preserving the most iconic aspects of the PBS
brand. Broadcast, web, social media, and signage for both our
station’s building and vehicles were all updated to align with
PBS’s national refresh efforts.

Media Day at Amarillo College

In October 2019 Panhandle PBS joined FM90 and the Matney
Mass Media Program at Amarillo College to open our doors to
400 high school students across our region. Media Day provided
a behind the scenes look at mass media, including an exploration of career opportunities in radio and television.

College Radio Day partnership
with FM90 and Amarillo College

Panhandle PBS provided support to FM90 and Amarillo College
in celebrating World College Radio Day in October 2019. The day
saw special programming and a reunion of former FM90 DJs with
throwback tunes and discussions about the radio station and its
impact across the Texas Panhandle. More than 250 college radio
stations around the nation participated in the celebrations.

Panhandle PBS/FM90 Radio Control Improvements

With support from the Amarillo College Foundation, FM90 and Panhandle PBS collaborated with
Amarillo College and the Matney Mass Media Program for technical and functional updates to the
heart of FM90’s operations, the radio control room. Fifteen years since the space has seen
improvements, it is currently undergoing updates including new flooring, furnishings, soundproofing,
wiring/connectivity, signage and an upgraded audio console. Panhandle PBS’s technical installation
support will help FM90 and Panhandle PBS better serve Amarillo College students and the larger
Texas Panhandle community through the radio station’s 100,000 watts of power and extensive service
radius.
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Holiday Event Support

Thousands of children and family members took part in holiday events that Panhandle PBS supported.
The station provided treats and PBS materials at Amarillo College’s 2019 Trunk or Treat, while providing
technical support for the holiday tree lighting at Amarillo College’s Oeschger Family Mall.

June Jazz Goes Virtual

Panhandle PBS provided technical support to FM90
and Amarillo College in summer 2020 for June Jazz, a
series of summer jazz concerts that normally are held
on the Amarillo College campus. For the 25th season of
the popular series, the “best of” previous concerts were
delivered through FM90’s radio broadcast and website.
Texas Panhandle residents could still take part in a safe,
virtual format around great jazz music by local performers
through the weekly, hour-long concerts in June.

Sandhill Cranes Online Content Collection

The Panhandle PBS content team loaded up on a bright-and-early January 2020 morning to capture
the flight of the sandhill cranes at the Muleshoe National Wildlife Refuge. Located on the plains of
the southwestern corner of our viewing area, the 6,440-acre refuge serves as a wintering area for
waterfowl. Thousands of sandhill cranes migrate to our area once a year on a path that originates in
Siberia, and people travel to the refuge from near and far to witness their flight. Video content
captured the cranes’ ascent at sunrise and was shared online to record and celebrate our region’s
important natural features for the benefit of wildlife.
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Mission Statement
Panhandle PBS provides a gathering place for intelligent, trusted community engagement to
enlighten, entertain and empower the people of the Texas Panhandle and the world.

Vision
Panhandle PBS will be the leading community resource empowering people to discover their
world, broaden their horizons, and become active participants in shaping their future.

Values
· Education – Panhandle PBS believes that education is a fundamental element to empowering
citizens and that lifelong learning is a critical element of effective citizenship.
· Excellence/Quality – Panhandle PBS believes that excellence, quality and positive results
should define any program or service that it offers to the community.
· Meaningful Relationships – Panhandle PBS believes that services provided should be based
upon the needs and expectations of the community that we serve and that those needs must
be discovered through meaningful relationships.
· Service – Panhandle PBS believes that we are accountable to the community for the
programming and services that we provide and that the station exists to serve the community.
· Trust – Panhandle PBS believes that trust provides the critical foundation for the success of
individuals and the community. We believe that trust is built through mutual respect,
communication and working together.

Panhandle PBS Advisory Council
The Panhandle PBS Advisory Council provides a vehicle for effective community input
to the station’s governing body and license holder, the Amarillo College Board of Regents,
and to the station management regarding programming, community service and
outreach activities, and policies that impact the specific needs of the community.

Matt Morgan (Chair)
Dr. Jack Thomas (Vice-Chair)
Jay Barrett
Elizabeth Boston
Regina Dinga
Misty Howard

Leeann Kossey
Wendy Kritser-Howard
David Lovejoy
Dr. Russell Lowery-Hart
Patrick Miller (AC Regent)
Stephanie Nielsen

Dr. Neal Nossaman
Emily Quinn
Wes Reeves
Matt Sanders
Richard Walton
Jeff Wyrick

2020 was an unforgettable year in many ways. Across the world we saw transition. We
changed the way we worked, socialized, communicated, and dined. Panhandle PBS was no
exception. Sweeping change was needed and ultimately successfully implemented across
the station. Staff were forced to change the way they raised money, developed content, and
interacted with each other. Panhandle PBS shined in these transitions. They deftly moved from
in-person events to online development and engagement. The beauty of public television was
evident in a multi-platform delivery being able to reach everyone where they were.
Panhandle PBS’ education content proved even more valuable to families who were suddenly
turning bedrooms into classrooms and kitchen tables into study halls. All of the local content
became the connection to restaurants, social events, and even people from whom we had all
been separated. Panhandle PBS’ social media presence reached unprecedented success as
people sought a source of online news not polluted by political division. In truth, 2020 will be
remembered at Panhandle PBS as a hard-earned success - a mountain that was ultimately
worth climbing.
I have served on the Advisory Council for the past 8 years, so 2020 also represented a
transition for me. My time on the Council has come to an end, and I can say with full confidence
that I’ve never looked back at a time of involvement with any organization in the same positive
light that I view my time with Panhandle PBS. I am thrilled to see the new heights this staff and
organization will reach in the next several years. Thank you all.

Matt Morgan
2020-2021 Panhandle PBS Advisory Council Chair

Gilvin Broadcast Center
2408 S. Jackson
Amarillo, TX 79109
806-371-5222
panhandlePBS.org

